Letteratura Inglese: dal libro "Only Connect" volume 1:
-W. Shakespeare:
  - The Merchant of Venice
  - The Tempest
  - The Early Hanoverians
-The Augustan Age
-The Rise of the Novel
-The Puritan Mind, Charles’ I Reign
-The Commonwealth
-J. Milton: from “Paradise Lost”, “Satan’s Speech”
-The Restoration – The Restoration Comedy
- The Glorious Revolution
-D. Defoe, “R. Crusoe” e “Moll Flanders”
-J. Swift, from “Gulliver’s Travels”, “Gulliver in the land of giants”
-S. Richardson, from “Pamela, or Virtue Rewardd”, “The rich despise the poor”
-H. Fielding, from “Tom Jones”, “The birth of our hero”
-The Industrial Revolution and the social consequences of Industrial Revolution
-Pre-Romanticism
-T. Gray, “Elegy written in a country churchyard”
-The Gothie Novel
-W. Blake, “The Lamb” and “The Tyger”

Grammatica: Da “Grammar Files”:
-Verbs: to let, to rent, to wait for, to expect FILE 38
- Conditionals and Mixed Conditionals FILE 27
- Present Perfect/Past Simple FILE 18 F 23
-Phrasal Verbs, should, ought to, had better, supposed to FILE 32
-Modal Verbs FILE 31
The Passive, Wish-If only, Rather-Would rather FILE 35
-Connectors FILE 41

**Fotocole READING:**
- Human Science
- Obama’s Speech
- Journalism
- Anything for a laugh
- A funny man with a funny face
- Cheap access to space
- Beating stress
- What kind of traveler are you?
- A good day out
- Urban decay, suburban hell
- The grand designer
- Me and my wheels
- Rebecca Adlington: top swimmer

**Libri letti:**
- Dark Reason and Lucid Madness
- Frankenstein

**Film visti:**
- The Merchant of Venice
- Frankenstein

**Compiti per le vacanze:**
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